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Abstract. Compositional design is concerned with both constructing
systems by composing components and with deconstructing systems into
proposed sets of components. In bottom-up design, engineers prove sy-
stem properties given properties of components and a compositional
structure. In top-down design, they propose properties of components
and a compositional structure given system properties. In this paper we
show how the theory of predicate transformers, which has been used
so successfully in sequential programming, can be applied to composi-
tional design of systems. The rules of composition we study are more
general than the rules employed in sequential programming, and the sy-
stems we study are not limited to programs. We exploit theorems about
weakest and strongest solutions to equations to obtain a collection of
useful predicate transformers, and then we exploit the theory of con-
jugate transformers to obtain more useful transformers. We show how
these transformers are useful for both bottom-up and top-down design.

1 Motivation

1.1 Composition and Compositional Properties

Composition is the most fundamental operation in design. Designers of space ve-
hicles, buildings and programs have common concerns: How to compose systems
from components and how to partition systems into components. Compositional
design offers the hope of managing complexity by avoiding unnecessary detail:
systems designers prove properties of systems given properties, but not detailed
implementations, of components.

We introduce an informal concept of compositional properties to motivate
our exploration, and define terms precisely later. Compositional properties are
those classes of properties that allow designers to deduce system properties from
component properties using simple rules. For example, mass is a compositional
property because the mass of a system can be deduced in a simple way from
the masses of components: the system mass is the sum of component masses. By
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contrast, temperature does not appear to be a compositional property because
the temperature of a system depends in very complex ways on the shapes, masses,
insulation properties, power consumption, locations of the components, etc.

Designers have to compute properties of composed systems given properties
of components, whether the properties are compositional or not. The challenge
is to develop theories that help designers prove system properties they need from
component properties.

In this paper, we restrict ourselves to properties that are predicates on sy-
stems. We explore properties that are compositional in the following sense: we
can prove that a property holds for a system given that the property holds for
some or all of its components. In later papers we propose to explore other kinds
of compositional properties.

In our paper, systems are abstract entities. They are not necessarily programs
and they may not have “states” or “computations.” We consider composition
operators that have certain algebraic properties, such as associativity, and we
explore theorems that are derived solely from these properties. Our goal is to
explore composition in the abstract as opposed to studying how composition is
used in constructing specific kinds of systems.

The simplest rules are those that establish that a property X holds for a sy-
stem given that (i) property X holds for at least one component, or (ii) property
X holds for all components. Therefore, in this paper, we restrict attention to two
kinds of compositional properties: existential properties and universal properties.
A property is an existential property exactly when, for all systems, a system has
the property if there exists a component of the system that has the property. A
property is a universal property exactly when, for all systems, a system has the
property if all components of the system have the property.

1.2 An Introduction to Property Transformers for Composition

We motivate our exploration of predicate transformers by a few examples, and
then develop the theory.

Questions about the Weakest Existential Transformer. Consider the
following specification S for a component F : All systems that have F as a com-
ponent must have a property X.

We postulate that any system is a component of itself. Since F is a component
of F it follows that F itself must have property X. If X is an existential property,
then from the definition of existential properties it follows that X holds for all
systems that contain F as a component. Therefore, if X is an existential property,
the given specification S is equivalent to the simpler specification: X holds in F .
What if property X is not existential?

Suppose we can define a predicate transformer WE where WE.X is an exi-
stential property stronger than X. If we can demonstrate that component F
has existential property WE.X, then any system that includes component F also
has property WE.X, and therefore also enjoys the weaker property X. Let S′ be
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the following specification of F : WE.X holds in F . From the above argument, it
follows that specification S′ is stronger than specification S.

Examples of the kinds of questions that we wish to explore are the follo-
wing. For a given property X, is there a weakest existential property at least as
strong as X? And, if this weakest property exists and we define WE.X to be this
property, then are specifications S′ and S equivalent?

Questions about the Strongest Existential Transformer. Next, consider
a dual set of questions. Given that system F has property X, what properties
can we deduce about all systems that have F as a component? If X is existential,
then all systems that have F as a component also have property X. But, what
if X is not existential?

Suppose we can define a predicate transformer SE where SE.X is an existential
property weaker than X. If F has property X then it also has the weaker property
SE.X and, since SE.X is existential, all systems that contain F as a component
also satisfy SE.X. The obvious question to explore is: Can we define SE.X to be
the strongest existential property weaker than X? And if we can, is SE.X the
strongest property that holds for all systems that contain F as a component?

Questions about the Conjugate Weakest Existential Transformer. Now,
consider an engineer designing a system top down. The designer is given the spe-
cification that the system must have property X. The designer asks the question:
Can I restrict myself to considering only those components that have a property
Y ? In other words, can we prove that any system that contains a component
that does not have property Y also does not have property X? We will show
that the conjugate of the weakest existential transformer is helpful in answering
this question.

Questions about Universal Transformers. We also consider the analogous
case for universal properties. We explore the following question: Is there a wea-
kest property Y such that, if all components of any system have property Y ,
then the system has property X? If X is a universal property and all compo-
nents have property X then the system itself has property X. So, since Y must
be at least as strong as X, Y is the same as X. What if X is not universal?

We can introduce a predicate transformer WU with the requirement that
WU.X is universal and stronger than X. If we can then prove that all components
of a system have property WU.X then we can conclude that the system enjoys
this property and hence also enjoys the weaker property X.

Can we require that WU.X be the weakest universal property stronger than X?
We can show that we cannot do so because there does not exist, in general, a
weakest universal property stronger than X. What are good ways of defining
WU, then? We do not have answers to this question.

In the main body of this paper, we explore similar questions about strongest
universal transformers and their conjugates.
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2 Terminology and Notations

2.1 Composition

We postulate a composition operator denoted by ◦ and we restrict ourselves to
systems built from a finite number of applications of that operator. We assume
that ◦ is associative. We do not assume other properties such as symmetry or
idempotency. We do not interpret systems, and we do not consider how systems
are constructed by composing elemental or atomic systems. All that is relevant
in this paper is that systems can be composed to obtain systems.

We postulate the existence of a binary relation
√

and we only consider sy-
stems F◦G for those components F and G for which F

√
G holds. We assume

that F
√

G denotes that F can be composed with G (in that order).
We assume that if the system F◦G◦H can be constructed, then it can be

constructed by first composing F with G and then composing the resulting
system with H, or by first composing G with H and then composing the resulting
system with F on the left. Specifically, we assume the following property of

√
,

for any F , G and H:

F
√

G ∧ (F◦G)
√

H ≡ G
√

H ∧ F
√

(G◦H) .

We assume the existence of a UNIT component that satisfies the following
axiom for all systems F :

UNIT
√

F ∧ F
√

UNIT ∧ (UNIT◦F = F◦UNIT = F ) . (1)

For some theorems, we need the additional axiom that the unit system cannot
have non-unit components:

(F◦G = UNIT) ≡ (F = UNIT) ∧ (G = UNIT) . (2)

Most results presented in this paper do not require this additional axiom. Ho-
wever, some results do. These results are marked with a ~ sign.

2.2 Membership Relation

We introduce a specific notation to denote that a system F is part of a system G:

F � G
4= 〈∃H, K : H

√
F ∧ H◦F

√
K : G = H◦F◦K〉 .

Note that, because of the axiom (1) on the UNIT element, � is a reflexive
operator and UNIT � F is true for any F .

2.3 Properties and Specifications

Properties are point-wise predicates on systems. We treat a property as boolean-
valued function with a single argument of type system. We use dot notation to
denote function application, as in f.x denotes the application of function f to x.
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Therefore, for any property X and any system F , the notation X.F denotes
the boolean: system F has property X. Following [13], we use square brackets
to denote that a predicate is “everywhere true”. For a property X, [X] is the
boolean: property X holds in all systems.

We introduce two properties that are specific to the UNIT component,
UNIT= (“to be the UNIT”) and its negation UNIT6= (“to be different from
the UNIT”):

UNIT= . F
4= (F = UNIT) and UNIT6= . F

4= (F 6= UNIT) .

2.4 Bags of Colored Balls

In order to illustrate the ideas presented in this paper, we use a simple model
of components. In this model, systems are bags of colored balls. Composition
corresponds to bag-union and the UNIT element is the empty bag. Note that
this bag model satisfies axiom (2). Therefore, properties marked with ~ can be
used when reasoning on this model.

Bags can always be composed (i.e., the relation
√

is always true) and com-
position is symmetric (Abelian monoid), but we do not rely on these additional
properties of the model for they may not be true of more interesting models.
For instance, sequential composition of programs is not symmetric and parallel
composition of processes may not always be possible (for example, if a process
references a local variable from another process).

3 Existential and Universal Properties

3.1 Existential Properties

A property X is existential (denoted by the boolean exist.X) if and only if X
holds in all systems that contain a component that satisfies X:

exist.X 4= 〈∀F, G : F
√

G : X.F ∨ X.G ⇒ X . F◦G〉 .

The following results can be proved about existential properties:

exist.X ∧ exist.Y ⇒ exist.(X ∧ Y ),
exist.X ∧ exist.Y ⇒ exist.(X ∨ Y ),

exist.X ⇒ (X . UNIT ≡ [X]),
exist.UNIT6= ~ .

We define a function guarantees, from pairs of properties to properties. The
property X guarantees Y holds for a system F if and only if, for all systems G
that contain F as a component, if X holds for G then Y also holds for G:

X guarantees Y . F
4= 〈∀G : F � G : X.G ⇒ Y.G〉 .
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Proposition 1 For all properties X and Y ,

exist.(X guarantees Y ) .

Thus, guarantees provides us with a systematic way of building existential
properties from other kinds of properties. The existential properties described
with guarantees have been used successfully in compositional specifications and
proofs of distributed systems [7].

3.2 Universal Properties

A property X is universal (denoted by the boolean univ.X) if and only if X is
true in all systems built from components all of which satisfy X:

univ.X 4= 〈∀F, G : F
√

G : X.F ∧ X.G ⇒ X . F◦G〉 .

From the definitions of exist and univ, any existential property is also universal:

exist.X ⇒ univ.X .

Moreover, the following properties can be proved:

univ.X ∧ univ.Y ⇒ univ.(X ∧ Y ),
univ.X ∧ exist.Y ⇒ univ.(X ∨ Y ),

univ.UNIT= .

3.3 All-Components and Some-Component Properties

We define two additional forms of composition as the duals of existential and
universal composition. A property is all-components if and only if its negation
is existential:

all-c.X 4= exist.(¬X) .

Unfolding the definition of exist, we find that a property is an all-components
property if and only if, when it holds for any system, it holds for all components
of that system:

all-c.X ≡ 〈∀F, G : F
√

G : X . F◦G ⇒ X.F ∧ F.G〉 .

In the same way, we define some-component properties as the duals of uni-
versal properties:

some-c.X 4= univ.(¬X) .

A property is a some-component property if and only if, when it holds for any
system, it holds for at least one component of that system:

some-c.X ≡ 〈∀F, G : F
√

G : X . F◦G ⇒ X.F ∨ F.G〉 .

Existential and universal properties are used in bottom-up design. Their dual
are used in top-down design.
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– Bottom-up. Given components that have existential or universal properties,
designers can deduce properties of systems composed from these components
using very simple rules.

– Top-down. Given that a system should satisfy an all-components property,
designers know that they must design all components to also satisfy that
property. Likewise, given that a system should have a some-component pro-
perty, designers know that they must design at least one component to have
that property.

Of course, systems may be specified in terms of properties that are not exi-
stential, universal, all-components or some-component. However, as shown in the
next sections, any property can be related in a systematic way to some properties
that have one of these characteristics.

3.4 Examples of Properties

In the bags of colored balls model, the following properties are examples of
existential, universal, all-components and some-component properties:

exist . (at least one blue ball in the bag) (3)
exist . (at least two balls of different colors in the bag)
univ . (no ball in the bag is blue) (4)
univ . (all the balls in the bag are red, or at least two are blue)
all-c . (all the balls in the bag are blue, or all the balls are red)
all-c . (there are at most three balls in the bag)

some-c . (the bag contains more blues balls than red balls) (5)
some-c . (exactly one ball in the bag is red)

Note that (3) is also some-component, (4) is also all-components and (5)
is also universal. All other example properties only have the stated characte-
ristic (besides the fact that any existential property is universal and any all-
components property is some-component).

4 Property Transformers for Composition

4.1 Extreme Solutions of Equations in Predicates

As claimed in sect. 3, conjunctions of universal properties are universal and con-
junctions and disjunctions of existential properties are existential1. An equation
in predicates has a weakest solution if and only if the disjunction of all soluti-
ons is itself a solution, and in this case the weakest solution is that disjunction.
Likewise, an equation in predicates has a strongest solution if and only if the
conjunction of all solutions is itself a solution, and in this case the strongest
solution is that conjunction [13].
1 In sect. 3, junctivity is stated finitely for convenience, but actually holds for an

infinite number of predicates.
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4.2 The Property Transformer WE

We consider the following equation in Z, parametrized by predicate X:

Z : [Z ⇒ X] ∧ exist.Z . (6)

A property Z is solution of (6) if and only if it is existential and stronger than
X. Since disjunctions of existential properties are existential, equation (6) has a
weakest solution, and we denote that weakest solution by WE.X:

WE.X
4= 〈∃Z : [Z ⇒ X] ∧ exist.Z : Z〉 .

For any property X, WE.X is the weakest existential property stronger than X.
Suppose we wish to design a system F so that any system that has F as

a component enjoys property X. What properties must system F have? The
next theorem tells us that the necessary and sufficient specification of such a
component F is that it satisfies WE.X.

Proposition 2 WE.X is the weakest property of a component that ensures that
any system that contains that component will enjoy property X:

〈∀F, G : F � G : Y.F ⇒ X.G〉 ≡ [Y ⇒ WE.X] .

This is a consequence of the following proposition that states that, for a com-
ponent, to bring the property X to any system containing the component, or to
satisfy WE.X are equivalent.

Proposition 3 WE.X . F ≡ 〈∀G : F � G : X.G〉 .

Proposition 3 is proved in [8]. The following elementary properties hold as well:

[WE.X ⇒ X],
exist.X ≡ [WE.X ≡ X],

[WE.(X ∧ Y ) ≡ WE.X ∧ WE.Y ], (7)
[X ⇒ Y ] ⇒ [WE.X ⇒ WE.Y ], (8)

[WE.X] ≡ [X] .

Property (7) states that the transformer WE is conjunctive. It can be shown that
WE is not disjunctive. Property (8) expresses that WE is monotonic.

The property transformer WE can be used in two ways. Firstly, it provides
us with an abstract way of expressing that a component, all by itself, ensures a
system property X. Moreover, proposition 3 can be used to derive proof rules
for properties of the form WE.X for a specific formalism. For instance, proof
rules for Unity logic are used in the correctness proof of a distributed system
in [7]. Secondly, properties such as (7) and (8) can be used to reason about
existential properties in general, without the inconvenience of a quantification
over components. For instance, using proposition 3, it is easy to see that

[X guarantees Y ≡ WE.(X ⇒ Y )] .

Then, it is easier to reason on WE to deduce properties of guarantees (such as
existentiality or transitivity).
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4.3 The Property Transformer SE

The property transformer WE was defined using the fact that disjunctions of exi-
stential properties are existential. Because conjunctions of existential properties
also are existential, the equation Z : [X ⇒ Z] ∧ exist.Z has a strongest solution
SE.X:

SE.X
4= 〈∀Z : [X ⇒ Z] ∧ exist.Z : Z〉 .

For any property X, SE.X is the strongest existential property weaker than X.
Among interesting properties concerning SE, we can prove:

[X ⇒ SE.X],
exist.X ≡ [SE.X ≡ X],

[SE.(X ∨ Y ) ≡ SE.X ∨ SE.Y ],
[X ⇒ Y ] ⇒ [SE.X ⇒ SE.Y ],

[SE.X] ≡ (X . UNIT)~ . (9)

Property (9) has an interesting intuitive explanation. SE.X holds for all sy-
stems that have at least one component that satisfies X. Since all systems have
UNIT as a component, for all properties X that hold for UNIT, all systems
have property SE.X. So, as expected, designers do not get useful information
from knowing that UNIT is a component of their systems.

Proposition 4 SE.X is the strongest property that can be deduced of any system
built from components, one of which, at least, satisfies X:

〈∀F, G : F � G : X.F ⇒ Y.G〉 ≡ [SE.X ⇒ Y ] .

4.4 The Property Transformer SU

From sect. 3, we know that conjunctions of universal properties are universal.
However, disjunctions of universal properties are not always universal. Therefore,
we cannot define a transformer WU in the same way as we defined WE. Actually,
it can be shown [8] that some properties do not have a weakest universal property
stronger than them. Nevertheless, because conjunctions of universal properties
are universal, the equation Z : [X ⇒ Z] ∧ univ.Z has a strongest solution SU.X:

SU.X
4= 〈∀Z : [X ⇒ Z] ∧ univ.Z : Z〉 .

For any property X, SU.X is the strongest universal property weaker than X.
Because SE.X is universal (since it is existential) and weaker than X, we can
deduce:

[SU.X ⇒ SE.X] .
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Among interesting properties concerning SU, we can prove:

[X ⇒ SU.X],
univ.X ≡ [SU.X ≡ X],

[X ⇒ Y ] ⇒ [SU.X ⇒ SU.Y ],
[SU.X] ⇒ (X . UNIT)~ . (10)

Note that property (10) is only an implication because SU.X is, in general,
strictly stronger than SE.X. Also, SU is monotonic but neither conjunctive, nor
disjunctive.

If all components of a system satisfy X, they also satisfy SU.X and, be-
cause SU.X is universal, the whole system satisfies SU.X. Moreover, SU.X is the
strongest property that can be deduced this way.

Proposition 5 SU.X is the strongest property that can be deduced of any system
built from components that all satisfy X:

〈∀F, G, H, · · · : F
√

G ∧ F◦G
√

H ∧ F◦G◦H
√ · · · :

X.F ∧ X.G ∧ X.H ∧ · · · ⇒ Y . F◦G◦H◦ · · · 〉
≡ [SU.X ⇒ Y ] .

4.5 Example

We consider the following question: What must be proved on a bag of balls to
ensure that any system that contains that bag, if it contains at least one red
ball, contains at least two balls of different colors? Formally, the specification of
the component is that any system that contains that component satisfies:

(at least 1 red ball) ⇒ (at least 2 colors) .

Then, from proposition 2, we know that the specification for the component is:

WE.((at least 1 red ball) ⇒ (at least 2 colors)) . (11)

In this section, we show how an explicit formulation of property (11) can be
calculated. The calculation relies on the following proposition, proved in [8]:

Proposition 6 [X ≡ UNIT6=] ∨ [WE.(UNIT= ∨ X) ≡ WE.X]~ .

Then, we can calculate an equivalent formulation of (11):

WE.((at least 1 red ball) ⇒ (at least 2 colors))
= {Predicate calculus}

WE.(UNIT= ∨ (at least 1 non red ball))

=
{

Assume there exist red balls, hence
¬[(at least 1 non red ball) ≡ UNIT6=], apply prop. 6

}
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WE.(at least 1 non red ball)
= {exist.(at least 1 non red ball)}

(at least 1 non red ball) .

Therefore, we deduce that the necessary and sufficient specification of the
component is that it should contain at least one non-red ball. In other words,
to ensure that any system that uses F as a component will have at least two
balls of different colors provided it has at least one red ball, it is sufficient and
necessary that F contains at least one non-red ball. This is consistent with our
intuition. However, instead of guessing the desired property of F and then prove
that it is both necessary and sufficient, we have calculated the property. This
provides us with both the property and the proof at the same time, and avoids
dealing explicitly with the universal quantification over components.

5 Conjugates of Property Transformers

Any predicate transformers has a unique conjugate. Duality allows us to easily
deduce properties of a predicate transformer from properties of its conjugate. In
this section, we focus on the conjugates of WE, SE and SU.

5.1 Conjugate of a Predicate Transformer

Let f be a predicate transformer. Its conjugate, denoted by f∗ is defined by [13]:

f∗.X 4= ¬f.(¬X) .

Duality provides us with a way of deducing properties of f∗ from properties
of f , and vice-versa. For instance, f is monotonic iff f∗ is monotonic. In the same
way, f is conjunctive (resp. disjunctive) iff f∗ is disjunctive (resp. conjunctive).

5.2 The Property Transformer WE∗

We define WE∗ as the conjugate of the property transformer WE:

WE∗.X 4= ¬WE.(¬X) .

Because the dual of existential properties are all-components properties, we
can easily deduce that WE∗.X is the strongest all-components property weaker
then property X. Moreover, applying the duality principle to proposition 2, we
can deduce the following proposition.

Proposition 7 WE∗.X is the strongest property that can be deduced of all com-
ponents of any system that satisfies X:

〈∀F, G : F � G : X.G ⇒ Y.F 〉 ≡ [WE∗.X ⇒ Y ] .
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Duality can also be applied to the basic properties of WE to obtain the following
properties of WE∗:

[X ⇒ WE∗.X],
all-c.X ≡ [WE∗.X ≡ X],

[WE∗.(X ∨ Y ) ≡ WE∗.X ∨ WE∗.Y ],
[X ⇒ Y ] ⇒ [WE∗.X ⇒ WE∗.Y ],
[X ≡ false] ≡ [WE∗.X ≡ false] .

5.3 The Property Transformer SE∗

In the same way as what is done in the previous section, we can study the
conjugate of the property transformer SE. Applying duality, SE∗.X is the weakest
all-components property stronger than X. From proposition 4, we obtain:

Proposition 8 SE∗.X is the weakest property that must be proved on a system
to ensure that all components of the system satisfy X:

〈∀F, G : F � G : Y.G ⇒ X.F 〉 ≡ [Y ⇒ SE∗.X] .

5.4 The Property Transformer SU∗

SU∗.X, as the conjugate of SU.X, is the weakest some-component property stron-
ger than X. By duality of proposition 5:

Proposition 9 SU∗.X is the weakest property that must be proved on a system
to ensure that at least one component of the system satisfies X:

〈∀F, G, H, · · · : F
√

G ∧ F◦G
√

H ∧ F◦G◦H
√ · · · :

Y . F◦G◦H◦ · · · ⇒ X.F ∨ X.G ∨ X.H ∨ · · · 〉
≡ [Y ⇒ SU∗.X] .

5.5 Comparison of the Six Transformers

The following table summarizes the intuitive interpretation for each one of the
six property transformers that we have defined. Each transformer corresponds
to a different view of composition:
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WE.X What must be proved on a component to ensure that any
system that contains that component satisfies X.

SE.X What can be deduced of any system that contains at least
one component that satisfies X.

SU.X What can be deduced of any system that contains only
components that satisfy X.

WE∗.X What can be deduced on all components of any system
that satisfies X.

SE∗.X What must be proved on a system to ensure that all com-
ponents satisfy X.

SU∗.X What must be proved on a system to ensure that at least
one component satisfies X.

5.6 Example

We consider another example that uses the bags of balls model: If a system
contains exactly one ball and that ball is blue, what can we tell from its compo-
nents? Using proposition 7, we can claim that all components in such a system
must satisfy:

WE∗.(exactly one ball and the ball is blue) . (12)

Applying duality to proposition 6, we deduce:

[X ≡ UNIT=] ∨ [WE∗.(UNIT6= ∧ X) ≡ WE∗.X]~ .

We can then calculate and equivalent formulation for (12):

WE∗.(exactly one ball and the ball is blue)

= {Predicate calculus}
WE∗.(UNIT6= ∧ (all balls are blue) ∧ (at most one ball))

= {Apply the dual of prop. 6}
WE∗.((all balls are blue) ∧ (at most one ball))

=
{

Both properties are all-components and a conjunction of all-components
properties is an all-components property, for which [WE∗.X ≡ X]

}

(all balls are blue) ∧ (at most one ball) .

This is consistent with our intuition: If a system contains only one ball and the
ball is blue, then all its components must contain only blue balls and at most
one ball. Note that the condition we obtain is no guaranteed to hold in a system
even if it holds in all its components because the property “at most one ball” is
not universal.
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6 Conclusions

This paper reports on an ongoing exploration of using ideas from the mathema-
tics of program construction to develop a theory of compositional design. This
paper shows how we exploit concepts from the axiomatic semantics of programs
for designing systems. The specific constructs that we investigated in this paper
are predicate transformers and their conjugates. The only assumptions we made
about the composition operator were that it was associative and that it had
a unit element. A sizable body of theory about transformers can be developed
from only these limited assumptions.

We started this study because of our conviction of the importance of composi-
tion in systems design. We believe that systems, and especially software systems,
should more and more be constructed from generic, “off the shelf”, components.
This means that reuse of systems and components is going to be a central issue.

Reuse of existing systems and description of generic components require a
specification language that is abstract enough to be able to specify only the
relevant aspects of a system and to hide operational details as much as possible.
For this reason, we depart from the process calculus approach, such as in CSP or
CCS, and focus on logical specifications. Especially, we are interested in applying
our approach to concurrent systems specified with temporal logics.

Of course, more abstract specifications lead to more difficulties in terms of
composition. However, a great amount of work has been done in relation with the
composition of concurrent systems described in terms of temporal logic specifi-
cations. Among the logics that were considered, we can cite the linear temporal
logic [15] and some variants [14], TLA [2] or Unity [9,10,11,12,16]. It should be
noted that all these works, and even more general studies done at a semantic [1,
4] or syntactic [3] level, rely on the same fundamental hypothesis that systems
are described in terms of states and computations. More precisely, the key point
that allows systems to be composed is always the same: Components are speci-
fied in terms of open computations, i.e., infinite traces that are shared with the
environment.

In this paper, we adopt a dual perspective on the question of composition.
We do not want to consider systems that can always be composed (i.e., that are
specified in such a way that composition is going to work) and we do not rely
on the open computations assumption. Instead, we consider any kind of systems
and look at what happens when they are composed. In this way, we hope to be
able to reason on composition in the abstract and understand its fundamental
issues.

So far, this proposed framework helped us better understand the guaran-
tees operator, which was originally defined in [5], along with existential and
universal properties. It is interesting to note that guarantees, when applied to
temporal logic and reactive systems, gives us a powerful way to combine logi-
cal specifications. Especially, the compositional characteristics (existential) of
X guarantees Y does not depend on properties X and Y . For instance, both the
left-hand side and the right-hand side can be progress properties, which is not
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possible with usual assumption-commitment specifications. This leads to simpler
proofs of composition, as in [7].

Also, the framework emphasizes a symmetry between top-down design and
bottom-up design. Conjugates of predicate transformers allow us to deduce theo-
rems about top-down decomposition from corresponding theorems of bottom-
up composition. We believe that, from a practical point of view, the top-down
problem (identify suitable components) is as important as the more classical
bottom-up problem (deduce system properties).

In this paper we limited our discussion to properties that were existential
or universal or conjunctions of such properties. We have also shown elsewhere
[6,7] that nice proofs of correctness for significant concurrent programs can be
developed using these concepts coupled with a logic such as Unity. In this pa-
per we were not concerned with showing how these concepts could be used for
programming; instead, we were primarily concerned with showing how concepts
from programming can be applied to broad classes of systems in which composi-
tion has simple properties such as associativity and existence of a unit element.

Much further work needs to be done to develop an axiomatic semantics of a
theory of compositional design. We have only begun to explore the area. Theo-
rems that derive from further assumptions about the compositional operator
must be developed. Properties that are not necessarily predicates on systems
should be studied. In general, a property is a function from systems to some
type that is not limited to booleans. A theory should be able to reason about
properties such as mass and energy consumed. We believe that it is possible to
construct axiomatic theories that help in understanding the basic principles of
compositional design.
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